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Abstract—We present a cognitive prototype that demonstrates a
colocated, frequency-division-multiplexed, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) radar which implements both temporal and spatial sub-Nyquist
sampling. The signal is sampled and recovered via the Xampling
framework. Cognition is due to the fact that the transmitter adapts
its signal spectrum by emitting only those subbands that the receiver
samples and processes. Real-time experiments demonstrate sub-Nyquist
MIMO recovery of target scenes with 87.5% spatio-temporal bandwidth
reduction and signal-to-noise-ratio of -10 dB.
Keywords—MIMO radar, sub-Nyquist, compressed sensing, colocated
array, cognitive radar, Xampling, prototype
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) radar has been the topic
of extensive research during the past decade [1–3]. This is largely
because MIMO offers capabilities that outweigh an equivalent, stan-
dard phased array radar such as finer angular resolution [4], spatial
diversity [5], adaptive array realization [6, 7], and enhanced parameter
identifiability [8]. Similar to a standard phased-array radar, MIMO
uses an array of several transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antenna
elements. However, while a phased array transmits scaled versions
of a single waveform, each of the MIMO radar transmitters may emit
a different probing signal. The angular resolution of MIMO is equal
to that of a virtual uniform linear array (ULA) with the same antenna
aperture but many more antenna elements.
MIMO radars are usually classified as widely separated or colo-
cated depending on the antenna placement. Widely separated MIMO
antennas are located far from each other resulting in different radar
cross sections (RCS) of the same target for each Tx-Rx antenna pair.
This spatial diversity is advantageous in detection of a target with
small backscatter and low speed [5, 9]. In a colocated MIMO radar
[2, 10], the antenna elements are placed close to each other so that
the RCS of a target appears identical to all the elements. The primary
advantage of colocated MIMO is its high angular resolution [11]
arising from its waveform diversity based on the mutual orthogonality
- usually in time, frequency or code - of different transmit signals.
A colocated MIMO receiver separates and coherently processes the
target echoes corresponding to each transmitter in multiple Tx-Rx
channels. In this paper, our focus is on colocated MIMO radar.
When considering a MIMO radar, the spatial Nyquist theorem
implies that an antenna array must not admit less than two signal
samples per spatial period of the incident wave [12]. The spatial
period is the operating wavelength λ of the radar. Otherwise, spatial
aliasing is introduced leading to multiple beams in the antenna
pattern, thereby reducing its directivity. In order to achieve high
angular resolution, this implies a large virtual aperture with several
elements that are located at least λ/2 spacing from each other. In
sampling terms, the λ/2 ULA and the MIMO virtual ULA perform
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spatial sampling at the Nyquist rate. Even though a MIMO radar has
less elements than an equivalent virtual phased array, it must employ
multiple Tx-Rx chains resulting in huge hardware cost and very
large computational complexity [13]. The range-time resolution of the
radar is improved by transmitting signals with large bandwidth which
necessitate large sampling rates leading to high energy consumption
and additional cost of high-rate analog-to-digital converters (ADCs).
When the MIMO transmit signals use waveform orthogonality based
on frequency, the combined transmit spectrum may be excessively
wider than conventional radars.
Several methods have been proposed to address the problem of
reducing the above-mentioned costs on hardware, energy and area
in conventional MIMO radars (see e.g. [14–16] for a review). Most
exploit the fact that the target scene is sparse facilitating the use of
compressed sensing (CS) methods [12, 17]. Early works on CS-based
MIMO radars focused on reducing only the temporal sampling rate
in distributed [18] and colocated configurations [19, 20], including
passive arrays [21]. In [22–24], the received signal samples from
an array radar are processed as data matrices which, under certain
conditions, are low rank. Random sampling in the temporal domain
results in a partially observed data matrix whose missing entries may
be retrieved using matrix completion methods. The target parameters
are then recovered through classic Nyquist radar signal processing.
All the above-mentioned applications of temporal CS still retain all
antenna elements of a MIMO radar, thereby providing no reduction
in the array hardware cost. Furthermore, while the receiver in these
applications processes less measurements, the analog sampling with
low-rate ADCs remains unexamined and CS-based target recovery
procedures require dense sampling matrices.
Later works considered randomly reducing the number of antenna
elements and employing CS-based target scene reconstruction [25,
26]. In [27], spatial compressed sensing for random MIMO arrays was
proposed and performance guarantees for recovery were provided.
This setup was extended to phased array and phased-MIMO hybrids in
[28]. Other sparse arrays such as spatial co-prime sampling for MIMO
radars are suggested in [29]. A very recent work [30] combines
random reduction in both antenna elements and transmit pulses. Each
receiver in these sparse MIMO array methods samples at the Nyquist
rate and, therefore, requires high signal bandwidth and high-rate
ADCs.
Recently, [31] proposed a sub-Nyquist colocated MIMO radar (or
SUMMeR, hereafter) that can recover the target range and azimuth
at native resolutions by simultaneously thinning an antenna array
and sampling received signals at sub-Nyquist rates. The SUMMeR
system was inspired by earlier works in [32, 33] which described
sub-Nyquist sampling in a single antenna radar and demonstrated it
through a custom-built prototype. The recovery algorithm relies on
modeling the received radar signal with finite degrees of freedom per
unit of time or as a finite-rate-of-innovation (FRI) signal [12]. The
Xampling framework is then used to obtain Fourier coefficients from
the low-rate samples (or Xamples) of this FRI signal [12, p. 387-388]
[33]. Application of Xampling in space and time enables sub-Nyquist
sampling without loss of any of the aforementioned radar resolutions.
The Xamples are expressed as a matrix of unknown target parameters
and the reconstruction algorithm is derived by extending orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP) [12] to simultaneously solve a system of CS
matrix equations. A low-rate beamforming technique in the frequency
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2domain called Doppler focusing [33] is added to the FRI-Xampling
framework to also recover Doppler velocities along with delays and
direction-of-arrival (DoA).
In SUMMeR, the radar antenna elements are randomly placed
within the aperture, and signal orthogonality is achieved by frequency
division multiplexing (FDM). In a conventional MIMO radar, the
use of non-overlapping FDM waveforms results in strong range-
azimuth coupling [7, 34] in the receiver processing, and therefore,
it is common to use orthogonal code signals (i.e. code division
multiplexing or CDM). The coupling due to FDM can be reduced
by randomizing either the carrier frequencies across transmitters [35]
or the element locations in the aperture. Our sub-Nyquist MIMO
prototype adopts the latter approach. It employs narrow individual
transmit bandwidth for high azimuth resolution and large overall total
bandwidth for high range resolution.
Here, we present a prototype that implements the SUMMeR
concept in hardware by demonstrating sub-Nyquist sampling in both
time and space in a real radar environment. Preliminary results of this
work appeared in our conference publications [36, 37]. In this paper,
we extend the prototype to implement a cognitive MIMO radar. In
recent years, cognitive radar has garnered considerable attention of
the remote sensing community. The main advantage of such a system
is its ability to learn the target environment and then adapt both the
transmit and receive processing for optimal performance [38, 39].
Conventional radars can also optimize and change their processing
techniques depending on the target scene, but their adaptability is
restricted to receive processing only. Several possible radar cognition
capabilities have been suggested where the environment specifications
and corresponding suitable adaptive behaviors vary widely; examples
include transmit beam-scheduling based on previous tracking history
of the targets [40], array adaptability and aperture sharing [41], and
designing transmit waveform codes that avoid interfering bands by
other licensed services [42–46].
In this work, we consider cognitive radar in the latter context of
spectrum sharing which has also been recently explored between
MIMO radar and MIMO communications [47–49]. Since the sub-
Nyquist receiver samples and processes only a few disjoint subbands
[43, 50], our cognitive SUMMeR (CoSUMMeR) prototype transmits
only in these subbands, leaving the rest of the transmit spectrum
to be used by other services. Such a radar not only avoids radio-
frequency (RF) interference from other licensed radiators in the vacant
non-transmit subbands but also disguises the transmit frequencies as
an effective electronic counter measure (ECM). Limiting the signal
transmission to selective subbands allows for more in-band power
resulting in an increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
For a monostatic sub-Nyquist radar, [32] presented the hard-
ware realization of temporal sub-Nyquist sampling in radar through
multiband sampling [51] in the receiver. Later, this prototype was
extended to sub-Nyquist clutter removal in [52] and modified in
[53] to demonstrate monostatic cognitive sub-Nyquist radar. In these
implementations, a few randomly chosen, narrow subbands of the
received signal spectrum are pre-filtered before being sampled by low-
rate ADCs. Since these implementations apply a bandpass filter and
an ADC for each subband, a similar implementation of temporal sub-
Nyquist sampling in each channel of a MIMO receiver would require
enormous hardware resources. As we explain below in Section III,
we circumvent such a design in CoSUMMeR by using the multiband
version of foldable sampling as proposed in [51, 54]. This approach
can be implemented by a single low-rate ADC to sample all subbands
simultaneously and leads to realization of a compact, hand-held
prototype. We mitigate the consequent increase in the subsampling
noise through use of analog pre-processing filters with high stop-band
attenuation. Our design strategy enables configuring the prototype
either as a filled or thinned array, thereby allowing comparison of
Nyquist and sub-Nyquist spatial sampling using the same hardware.
Hardware implementations of MIMO radars in surveillance appli-
cations are not common [13]. But, due to their ubiquitous illumi-
nation, MIMO radars have been very popular as both narrow and
wide-band imaging sensors for far-field targets in synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) [55, 56], inverse SAR (ISAR) [57] and ultrawideband
imaging [58]. Many MIMO imaging radar testbeds exist in X- [59–
61], Ka- [62] and W-bands [63] for short-range applications such as
environment monitoring, through-the-wall imaging, and automotive
collision avoidance. The small size of antennas and other RF devices
in these radar bands is helpful in building experimental testbeds.
Very recently, miniature near-field MIMO imaging radar prototypes
have been demonstrated [64, 65]. Inspired by these implementations,
we chose an X-band operating frequency for CoSUMMeR signal
and target models. Our first real-time proof-of-concept experimental
results show that, compared to a Nyquist 8 Tx × 10 Rx array,
the CoSUMMeR array with 4 Tx and 5 Rx is capable of detecting
targets up to SNR of -10 dB with spatial and temporal sampling rate
reduction of 50% and 80%, respectively. The CoSUMMeR design
yields a combined spatio-temporal bandwidth reduction of 87.5%
while also bringing down the number of hardware channels by 75%.
Moreover, in low noise scenarios (∼ −15 dB), CoSUMMeR shows
better detection performance than the Nyquist array.
In the next section, we summarize the basic theory of our CoSUM-
MeR prototype. We evaluate the system requirements and formulate
our design philosophy in Section III. A thorough description of the
prototype is provided in Section IV, including all major sub-modules.
We present results obtained by the prototype in real-time experiments
in Section V and conclude in Section VI.
Throughout this paper, we reserve boldface lowercase, boldface
uppercase and calligraphic letters for vectors, matrices and index sets,
respectively. We denote the transpose and Hermitian by (·)T and (·)H ,
respectively. The Kronecker product is written as ⊗. The notation
tr {·} is the trace of the matrix, | · | is the determinant and E [·] is
the statistical expectation function. The function diag(·) outputs a
diagonal matrix with the input vector along its main diagonal. The
Fourier matrix FN is a matrix of size N × N with (n, k)th entry
given by e
−j2pink
N . We use IN for the identity matrix of size N ×N .
Table I summarizes some of the important notations in this paper.
II. BASIC THEORY OF COSUMMER
Except for the cognitive transmission, our CoSUMMeR prototype
follows the signal model and algorithms suggested in [31], and hence
we only summarize them here. Let the operating wavelength of the
radar be λ and the total number of transmit and receive elements in a
standard colocated MIMO radar array be T and R, respectively. The
classic MIMO approach adopts a virtual ULA structure, where the
receive antennas spaced by λ
2
and transmit antennas spaced by Rλ
2
form two ULAs (or vice versa). Here, the coherent processing of a
total of TR channels in the receiver creates a virtual equivalent of
a phased array with TR λ
2
-spaced receivers and normalized aperture
Z = TR
2
. This standard array structure and the corresponding receiver
virtual array are illustrated in Fig. 1a-b for T = 5 and R = 4.
Consider now a sub-Nyquist colocated MIMO radar system that
has M < T transmit and Q < R receive antennas. The locations of
these antennas are chosen uniformly at random within the aperture of
the virtual array mentioned above, that is {ξm}M1m=0 ∼ U [0, Z] and
{ζq}Q1q=0 ∼ U [0, Z], respectively. An example can be seen in Fig. 1c
with M = 4 and Q = 3. The mth transmitting antenna sends P
3TABLE I. GLOSSARY OF NOTATIONS
Symbol Description
T Number of transmitters in a Nyquist MIMO array
R Number of receivers in a Nyquist MIMO array
M Number of transmitters in a sub-Nyquist MIMO array
Q Number of receivers in a sub-Nyquist MIMO array
Z Normalized aperture
ξm Location of mth transmitter in SUMMeR array
ζq Location of qth receiver in SUMMeR array
Z Normalized aperture
λ Operating wavelength
fc Common carrier frequency
c Speed of light
hm(t) Non-cognitive time-domain pulse of mth transmitter
h˜m(t) Cognitive time-domain pulse of mth transmitter
Hm(ω) CTFT of hm(t)
H˜m(ω) CTFT of h˜m(t)
fm Center frequency of hm(t)
Tp Pulse width
τ PRI
Pt Total transmit power at each transmitter
L Number of targets
Rl Range of the lth target
τl (τˆl) True (estimated) time delays of the lth target
αl Reflectivity of the lth target
vl Doppler velocity of the lth target
fDl (fˆ
D
l ) True (estimated) Doppler frequency of the lth target
θl Azimuth angle of the lth target
ϑl (ϑˆl) True (estimated) Azimuth parameter sin θl
βmq Array structure parameter
xq(t) Baseband receive signal at qth receiver
xpq(t) Baseband receive signal at qth receiver for pth pulse
ypm,q Fourier coefficients for mth channel, qth receiver, pth pulse
Φνm,q Fourier coefficients y
p
m,q after focusing at frequency ν
N Number of Fourier coefficients in each channel
κ Set of sampled Fourier coefficients per channel
K Number of sampled Fourier coefficients per channel
Zm All sampled Fourier coefficients for mth transmitter
Am Range dictionary
Bm Azimuth dictionary
FP Fourier matrix of size P × P
XD Sparse matrix with non-zero elements at target locations
Bh Non-cognitive bandwidth of each transmitter
Nb Number of sub-bands in each cognitive transmit pulse
Bi Set of frequencies in ith subband
pulses sm (t) given by
sm (t) =
P−1∑
p=0
hm (t− pτ)ej2pifct, 0 ≤ t ≤ Pτ, (1)
where τ denotes the pulse repetition interval (PRI), Pτ is the
coherent processing interval (CPI), fc = c/λ is the common carrier
frequency at the radio frequency (RF) stage, c is the speed of light,
and {hm (t)}M−1m=0 is a set of narrowband, orthogonal FDM pulses
centered at the modulating frequency fm each with continuous-time
Fourier transform (CTFT)
Hm(ω) =
∞∫
−∞
hm(t)e
−jωtdt. (2)
For simplicity, we assume that fcτ is an integer, so that the delay
e−j2pifcτp is canceled in the modulation. The pulse time support is
denoted by Tp.
Assume a target scene consisting of L non-fluctuating point targets
following the Swerling-0 model [66] whose locations are given by
their ranges Rl, Doppler velocity vl, and azimuth angles θl, 1 ≤ l ≤
L. The pulses transmitted by the radar are reflected back by the targets
and collected at the receive antennas. When the received waveform is
Fig. 1. Location of transmit (diamonds) and receive (triangles) antenna
elements within the same physical aperture for (a) conventional MIMO array
with T = 5 transmitters and R = 4 receivers, (b) virtual ULA with TR = 20
antenna elements, and (c) randomly thinned MIMO array with M = 4
transmitters and Q = 3 receivers.
downconverted from RF to baseband, we obtain the following signal
at the qth antenna,
xq (t) =
P−1∑
p=0
M−1∑
m=0
L∑
l=1
αlhm (t− pτ − τl) ej2piβmqϑlej2pif
D
l pτ ,
(3)
where αl denotes the complex-valued reflectivity of the lth target,
τl = 2Rl/c is the range-time delay the lth target, fDl =
2vl
c
fc is
the frequency in the Doppler spectrum, ϑl = sin θl is the azimuth
parameter, and βmq = (ζq + ξm)(fm λc + 1) is governed by the array
structure. For processing, we express xq(t) as a sum of single frames
xq(t) =
P−1∑
p=0
xpq(t), (4)
where
xpq(t) =
M−1∑
m=0
L∑
l=1
αlh(t− τl − pτ)ej2piβmqϑlej2pif
D
l pτ . (5)
The radar goal is to estimate the time delay τl, azimuth θl, and
Doppler shifts fDl of each target from low rate samples of xq(t),
and a small number of M channels and Q antennas.
A. Xampling in Time and Space
The application of Xampling in both space and time enables
recovery of range, direction and velocity at sub-Nyquist rates [31].
The sampling technique is the same as in temporal sub-Nyquist radar
[33], except that now the low-rate samples are obtained in both range
and azimuth domains.
The received signal xq(t) is separated into M channels, aligned,
and normalized. The Fourier coefficients of the received signal
corresponding to the channel that processes the mth transmitter echo
at the qth receiver are
ypm,q[k] =
L∑
l=1
αle
j2piβmqϑle−j
2pi
τ
kτle−j2pifmτlej2pif
D
l pτ , (6)
where −N
2
≤ k ≤ −N
2
− 1, fm is the (baseband) carrier frequency
of the mth transmitter and N is the number of Fourier coefficients
per channel. Xampling obtains a set κ of arbitrarily chosen Fourier
coefficients from low rate samples of the received channel signal such
that |κ| = K < N .
4As in traditional MIMO, assume that the time delays, azimuths and
Doppler frequencies are aligned to a grid. In particular, τl = τTN sl,
ϑl = −1 + 2TRrl, and fDl = − 12τ + 1Pτ ul, where sl, rl, and ul
are integers satisfying 0 ≤ sl ≤ TN − 1, 0 ≤ rl ≤ TR − 1, and
0 ≤ ul ≤ P − 1, respectively.
Let Zm be the KQ × P matrix with qth column given by the
vertical concatenation of ypm,q[k], k ∈ κ, for 0 ≤ q ≤ Q− 1. We can
then write Zm as
Zm = (Bm ⊗Am)XDFHP . (7)
Here, Am denotes the K × TN matrix whose (k, n)th element is
e−j
2pi
TN
κkne
−j2pi fm
Bh
n
T with κk the kth element in κ, Bm is the
Q×TR matrix with (q, p)th element e−j2piβmq(−1+ 2TR p) and FP de-
notes the P×P Fourier matrix. The matrixXD is a T 2NR×P sparse
matrix that contains the values αl at the L indices (rlTN + sl, ul).
The temporal, spatial and frequency resolutions stipulated by XD are
1
TBh
, 2
TR
, and 1
Pτ
respectively. The range and azimuth dictionaries
Am and Bm are not square matrices due to the low-rate sampling
of Fourier coefficients at each receiver and reduction in antenna
elements, respectively. Therefore, the system of equations in (7) is
undetermined in azimuth and range.
The minimum required number of SUMMeR transmit and receive
elements as well as samples K to recover XD depend only on the
number of targets present as stated by Theorem 1 below. These design
resources are, therefore, substantially fewer than the requirements of
a Nyquist MIMO array.
Theorem 1. [31] The minimal number of transmit and receive array
elements, i.e. M and Q, respectively, required for perfect recovery
of XD with L targets in a noiseless setting are determined by
MQ ≥ 2L. In addition, the number of samples per receiver is at least
MK ≥ 2L where K is the number of Fourier coefficients sampled
per receiver and the number of pulses per transmitter is P ≥ 2L.
B. Range-Azimuth-Doppler Recovery
To jointly recover the range, azimuth and Doppler frequencies of
the targets, Doppler focusing [33] is used in SUMMeR which, for a
specific frequency ν, yields
Φνm,q[k] =
P−1∑
p=0
ypm,q[k]e
−j2piνpτ (8)
=
L∑
l=1
αle
j2piβmqϑle−j
2pi
τ
(k+fmτ)τl
P−1∑
p=0
ej2pi(f
D
l −ν)pτ ,
for −N
2
≤ k ≤ −N
2
− 1. Since
P−1∑
p=0
ej2pi(f
D
l −ν)pτ ∼=
P |fDl − ν| <
1
2Pτ
,
0 otherwise,
(9)
for each focused frequency ν, (8) reduces to a 2-D problem, which
can be solved using CS recovery techniques. We refer the reader
to [31] for full details of this recovery algorithm. Note that Doppler
focusing can be efficiently performed using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT). Once XD is recovered, the delays, azimuths and Dopplers are
estimated as
τˆl =
τΛL(l, 1)
TN
, ϑˆl = −1 + 2ΛL(l, 2)
TR
, fˆDl = − 1
2τ
+
ΛL(l, 3)
Pτ
,
(10)
where Λt(l, i) is the (l, i)th element in the index set Λt at the tth
iteration of the recovery algorithm. Since in real scenarios, target
delays, Dopplers and azimuths are not necessarily aligned to a grid,
a finer grid can be used around detection points on the coarse grid
to reduce quantization error.
Fig. 2. Spectrum of a single transmit signal of a conventional radar uses the
full bandwidth Bh. A cognitive radar transmits only in subbands {Bi}Nbi=1,
but with more in-band power than the conventional radar.
Fig. 3. An illustration of the one-sided transmit spectrum of (a) FDM-based
conventional (spatial Nyquist) MIMO radar employing T = 8 transmitters, (b)
SUMMeR with M = 4 transmitters, and (c) CoSUMMeR with each transmit
signal restricted to only a few subbands but with more in-band power than
SUMMeR.
C. CoSUMMeR
So far, we focused on processing the received signal in sub-Nyquist
MIMO radar. The receiver design in the sub-Nyquist framework
can be exploited to also alter the behavior of the radar transmitter.
Let us assume that Bh is the set of all frequencies in the single
transmitter signal spectrum of effective bandwidth Bh. In cognitive
radar transmission, the spectrum H˜m(ω) of each of the cognitive
transmitted waveforms {h˜m(t)}Mm=1 is limited to a total of Nb non-
overlapping frequency bands Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nb (see Fig. 2):
H˜m(ω) =

γ(ω)Hm(ω), ω ∈
Nb⋃
i=1
Bi ⊂ Bh
0, otherwise,
(11)
where γ(ω) = Bh/|Bi| for ω ∈ Bi. The total transmit power
Pt remains the same such that the power relation between the
conventional and cognitive waveforms is∫ Bh/2
−Bh/2
|Hm(ω)|2 dω =
Nb∑
i=1
∫
Bi
|H˜m(ω)|2 dω = Pt. (12)
5Fig. 4. Tx and Rx element locations for the hardware prototype modes over a 6 m antenna aperture. Mode 4’s virtual array equivalent is the 20× 20 ULA.
The inset plot shows the selected region on a magnified scale.
In a cognitive radar, the sub-Nyquist receiver obtains the set κ of
the Fourier coefficients only from the subbands Bi. Note that a
conventional radar that employs a Nyquist receiver will be unable
to process echoes from disjoint subbands.
Cognitive transmission imparts two advantages to the CoSUMMeR
hardware. First, as we explain in Section III-C, the spatial sub-Nyquist
processing of large arrays can be easily designed without replicating
the pre-filtering operation for each subband in the hardware. Second,
since the total transmit power remains the same, a cognitive signal has
more in-band power resulting in an increase in SNR. For a monostatic
cognitive sub-Nyquist radar, our earlier work [43] compares the
performance of conventional and cognitive radars using the extended
Ziv-Zakai lower bound (EZB) for the particular case of time delay
estimation of a single target. As noted in [43], the SNR threshold
for asymptotic performance of EZB in cognitive radar is lower
than that of a conventional radar. When the noise increases and
power remains constant for both radars, the asymptotic performance
of cognitive radar EZB is more tolerant to noise. In this context,
experimental results presented later in Section V provide a proof-of-
concept of the theoretical intuition that CoSUMMeR performs better
than non-cognitive Nyquist and sub-Nyquist MIMO radars in low
SNR scenarios.
Since the waveform orthogonality of transmit waveforms in SUM-
MeR is based on FDM, spatial compression through random removal
of antenna elements in the transmit array also eliminates spectrum
usage by those transmitters, as we illustrate in Fig. 3. The spectrum
savings are further improved in CoSUMMeR through use of a small
portion of the available bandwidth of the SUMMeR signal; the range
resolution is not lost while sampling at a low rate.
In a spectrally crowded operational environment, the radar chooses
its subband locations based on the interference levels at all avail-
able frequencies in the spectrum. In practice, a radar could obtain
the spectral occupancy information through passive (receive-only)
sweeping across the desired spectrum. Spectral coexistence comprises
some exchange of information between the radar and a coexisting
communications system where the latter conveys the location of
its signals to the radar. During the cognitive operation, equipped
with the information from the communications system and passive
sensing, the objective of the radar is to identify an appropriate
transmit frequency set such that the radar’s probability of detection
Pd is maximized. For a fixed probability of false alarm Pfa, the Pd
increases with higher signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR).
Hence, the frequency selection criterion is to choose subbands so that
the SINR is maximized at the receiver. Our previous work [44] maps
the cognitive subband selection problem to seeking a block-sparse
vector and solves it by employing a structured greedy algorithm. This
process is repeated every few scans.
III. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
We now discuss the various design considerations for our CoSUM-
MeR prototype with the goal of designing a compact, portable system
that demonstrates theoretical concepts of CoSUMMeR in practice.
A. Experimental Environment
The spatial and temporal sampling aspects of the sub-Nyquist
MIMO prototype manifest only in the receiver processing. Therefore,
we do not physically radiate the transmit waveforms from an antenna.
Instead, we employ National Instruments AWR software design
environment which is capable of simulating complex sensing scenes
including multiple targets, their ranges, Doppler velocities, RCS, and
propagation losses in the medium. The AWR, therefore, provides
reflected signals from the targets as received at the antenna waveguide
front and is capable of modeling an RF receiver response with realistic
component-level simulations. It outputs the demodulated signal at the
intermediate-frequency (IF) stage of the analog receiver. We record
the AWR output of the received signal at baseband for multiple
transmit waveforms and target scenarios. The complex samples (in-
phase I and quadrature-phase Q pairs) of the received signal are
then stored in an on-board memory of a custom-designed waveform
generator board. The prototype processes these pre-recorded signals
6in real-time. We omit the implementation of the up-conversion to
RF carrier frequency in the transmitter and the corresponding down-
conversion in the receiver from this prototype. For reasons explained
in Section I, we assume that the physical array aperture and simulated
target response correspond to an X-band (fc = 10 GHz) radar.
B. Spatial Sub-Nyquist Sampling
We consider the implementation of a MIMO radar architecture
with resources that can handle 8 Tx and 10 Rx antenna elements.
These elements can be positioned within a given physical aperture
in several different constellations or modes. While operating at its
maximum strength of 8 Tx and 10 Rx elements, the prototype can be
programmed as a standard Nyquist array or ULA (Mode 1) with an
equivalent aperture of an 8×10 virtual array at X-band, i.e. 1.2 m. In
Mode 2, the prototype utilizes the same 8×10 elements as a random
array within the physical aperture of 1.2 m. Note that the equivalent
virtual aperture of this array may be wider than the Nyquist Mode 1.
For the sub-Nyquist array, the prototype offers two options. It can
operate as a thinned 4 × 5 array (Mode 3) with the corresponding
Nyquist array being Mode 1. In this constellation, the receive channels
corresponding to the removed transmit elements are not processed by
the digital receiver. Mode 3, hence, demonstrates spatial sub-Nyquist
sampling. The prototype can process the received signals for the same
target scenario in both Mode 1 and 3 to allow for a comparison
between spatial Nyquist and sub-Nyquist sampling methods.
In the second spatial sub-Nyquist configuration, the prototype
functions as a 8×10 thinned array (Mode 4) for which the equivalent
Nyquist antenna is the virtual 20× 20 array with an aperture of 6 m.
However, in this case, with a resource limit of 8 Tx and 10 Rx, the
prototype is unable to compare the Nyquist and sub-Nyquist arrays.
Nonetheless, this provides an opportunity to evaluate sub-Nyquist
processing at higher angular resolution than all other three modes.
Figure 4 shows exact details of element locations for all four modes.
In a random array, antenna selection may be decided through
advanced methods which optimize element placement for improved
parameter estimation. These approaches include greedy search [30] or
deep learning [41]. The random antenna placement in our prototype
was determined through software simulations which performed ex-
tensive search for optimum arrays. The random arrays that provided
localization with minimum error for multiple targets were selected.
C. Temporal Sub-Nyquist Sampling
A conventional 8x10 MIMO radar receiver would require simul-
taneous hardware processing of 80 complex data streams (or 160 I
and Q channels). A separate sub-Nyquist receiver for each of these
80 channels is expensive and increases the hardware size. Hence, we
implement the eight channel analog processing chain for only one
receive antenna element and then serialize the received signals of all
10 elements through this chain. The analog processing chain consists
of eight different filtering channels which separate the received signal
corresponding to each of the 8 transmitters. This approach allows the
prototype to implement a number of receivers even greater than 10
because the eight-channel hardware places an upper limit on only the
number of transmitters.
Given a particular receive element, we need to extract a set
of Fourier coefficients κ, |κ| = K, (see Section II-A) from low
rate samples of each of its transmit channels. It has been shown
[17, pp. 210-268] that high recovery performance is attained when
these coefficients are drawn uniformly at random. An ADC cannot,
however, individually acquire each of the randomly chosen Fourier
coefficients conveniently. Several practical implementations of sub-
Nyquist receivers exist including the modulated wideband converter
(MWC) [67]. In particular, the sub-Nyquist radar prototype in [32]
opted for multiband sampling where random disjoint subsets of κ are
sampled, with each subset containing consecutive Fourier coefficients.
This prototype used four random Fourier coefficient groups, pre-
filtered the baseband signal to corresponding four subbands (or
Xampling slices), and sampled each subband through a separate low-
rate ADC.
If we use the same pre-filtering approach as in [32] for each of
the eight channels of our sub-Nyquist MIMO prototype, then the
hardware design would require a total of 4× 8 = 32 bandpass filters
(BPFs) and ADCs excluding the analog filters to separate transmit
channels. Moreover, the hardware cost would increase dramatically if
the number of subbands are increased or separate analog channels
are implemented for each receiver. We sidestep this requirement
by adopting cognitive transmission wherein the analog signal of
each channel lives only in certain pre-determined subbands and
consequently, a BPF stage for each subband is not required.
More importantly, for each channel, a single low-rate ADC can
subsample this narrow-band signal as long as the subbands are coset
bands so that they do not alias after sampling. This is based on
foldable sampling suggested for ultra-wideband reception in [54]
where the received signal is sampled below the Nyquist rate resulting
in folding over or aliasing of the signal spectrum that exceeds the
Nyquist sampling rate fs of the ADC. The signal distortion due to
aliasing is avoided by notching out those Fourier coefficients from
the transmit signal that will alias over the low-frequency part of the
sampled signal. In particular, assume that the entire received signal
consisting of N Fourier coefficients is divided into q groups of K
coefficients. If we subsample this signal at the rate fs/q, then K
coefficients of each group will alias over each other in the sampled
signal. In [54], K Fourier coefficients are chosen randomly from any
of the q groups and the remaining q − 1 aliasing coefficients are
notched out in the transmit signal.
In CoSUMMeR, we employ foldable multiband sampling proposed
in [51] for a millimeter wave sub-Nyquist receiver. Here, instead of
selecting each coefficient randomly from q groups, we choose Nb sets
of consecutive coefficients from each group such that the total number
of coefficients is still K. This implementation needs only eight low-
rate ADCs, one per channel. Another advantage of this approach is
flexibility of the prototype in selecting the Xampling slices. Unlike
[32], the number and spectral locations of slices are not permanently
fixed, and they can be changed (within the constraints of aliasing due
to subsampling).
Foldable sampling methods suffer from SNR loss due to aliasing
of out-band noise. Therefore, the analog front-end must employ
filters to reduce undesired leakage of noise. The stop-band atten-
uation specification of these filters is determined as follows. Let
us assume the front-end BPF reduces the out-of-band white noise
with power spectral density N0 to Nsub before the translation of the
signal to a lower band. For a signal with intermediate frequency
(IF) fIF, the subsampling factor is q = fIF/fs. This subsampling
will raise the out-of-band noise power by 2q (one spectrum from
the negative and another from the positive side) so that the total
overlapped noise power density increases to 2qNsub. If the overlapped
noise power 2qNsub is less than the additive white noise power
N0, then the receiver performance remains essentially unaffected.
Now, consider a band-limited signal with power spectral density Ps.
Then, the SNR of the signal sampled at Nyquist rate is given by
SNRNyq = Ps/N0. On the other hand, the SNR of the subsampled
signal is SNRsub = Ps/(N0 + 2qNsub). The degradation of SNR in
dB due to out-band noise is SNRloss = 10 log10 (SNRNyq/SNRsub) =
10 log10
(
1 + 2qNsub
N0
)
. As we show in Section IV-C, analog filters
7Fig. 5. CoSUMMeR prototype and its subsystems. The analog pre-processor consists of two cards mounted on the opposite sides of a common chassis.
TABLE II. COSUMMER PROTOTYPE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Parameters Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
#Tx, #Rx 8,10 8,10 4,5 8,10
Element placement Uniform Random Random Random
Equivalent aperture 8x10 8x10 8x10 20x20
Angular resolution (sine of DoA) 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.005
Range resolution 1.25 m
Signal bandwidth per Tx 12 MHz (15 MHz including guard-bands)
Pulse width 4.2 µs
Carrier frequency 10 GHz
Unambiguous range 15 km
Unambiguous DoA 180◦ (from -90◦ to 90◦)
PRI 100 µs
Pulses per CPI 10
Unambiguous Doppler from −75 m/s to 75 m/s
with reasonably high stop-band attenuation are sufficient to mitigate
this SNR loss.
D. Cognitive Operation and Dynamic Range
Radar receivers typically have dynamic range of tens of dBs to
enable detection of targets with a wide range of RCS. In CoSUMMeR,
we have an additional constraint of enabling the cognitive operation
of the prototype. Therefore, we want to design a prototype with
wide dynamic range so that it can handle high in-band power levels.
Although there are several techniques to increase the dynamic range
of a digital receiver [68, 69], it is primarily decided by the choice
of the ADC. Three ADC design parameters predominantly affect its
dynamic range: its Nyquist sampling rate that is determined by the
bandwidth of the analog signal to be sampled; number b of digitized
bits which should be large to sample with low quantization errors;
and the saturation level Psat dBm under which ADC operation is
linear. The lower limit of the dynamic range (in dBm) of the receiver
expressed at a given bandwidth BW (typically, 1 MHz) is given by
DRlow = Psat − 20 log10(2b)− 10 log10
(
fs/2
BW
)
(13)
= Psat − 6.02b− 10 log10
(
fs/2
BW
)
. (14)
Unfortunately, numerous factors degrade the ADC’s ideal perfor-
mance resulting in a lower SNR value and higher effective noise
figure value [69]. These errors are often represented by replacing b
with the effective number of bits (ENoB) which is much lower than b.
When quantization noise is also taken into account, the lower limit
of the dynamic range (in dBm) is given by
DRlow = Psat − 1.76− 6.02ENoB − 10 log10
(
fs/2
BW
)
, (15)
so that the dynamic range itself (in dB) is DR = Psat − DRlow. Our
design goal is to choose an ADC with high ENoB so that the dynamic
range of the receiver does not degrade with subsampling.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Table II summarizes the technical parameters of our CoSUMMeR
prototype for all four array configurations. The desired range and
angular resolutions as well as maximum unambiguous range and
Doppler velocity requirements are based on some of the common
MIMO radars mentioned in Section I. Based on these specifications,
we chose 10 pulses per CPI with a PRI of 100 µs. Each transmit
signal has an approximately flat spectrum, over the extent of 12 MHz
(one-sided band). The waveforms are separated from each other by
a 3 MHz guard-band so that the total bandwidth occupied by all 8
transmitters is 120 MHz.
Figure 5 shows the CoSUMMeR prototype. It consists of a radar
controller, waveform generator, analog pre-processor (APP), digital
receiver and data-processor-combined-with-display. Figure 6 illus-
trates the simplified block diagram of the prototype with the signal
spectrum at every major stage. We now provide details on each one
of the subsystems.
A. Radar Controller
The prototype is configured through the user interface of the
radar controller software deployed on a high-end portable server. The
software consists of two major components: waveform control and
APP control. These components interact with each other and provide
status to the data processor. The waveform control allows the user
to select the target scenario, array constellations (or modes), and
SNR levels of the received baseband signals. The option to operate
Mode 3 cognitively is also provided, along with the facility to auto-
calibrate the prototype using Built-In-Test-Equipment (BITE) and
Built-In-System-Test (BIST) signals [69]. The APP control allows the
controller to skip individual Tx channels while operating in spatial
sub-Nyquist mode. All hardware devices are individually powered
and the controller communicates with them over an Ethernet link.
8Fig. 6. Simplified block diagram of the CoSUMMeR prototype. The subscript r represents received signal samples for the rth receiver. Wherever applicable,
the second subscript corresponds to a transmitter. The square brackets (parentheses) are used for digital (analog) signals. The spectrum |Sr(f)| of the complex
received signal for each mode over the 120 MHz frequency range before separating the echoes corresponding to individual transmitters is illustrated in the
bottom left. The locations of cognitive subbands within the non-cognitive full spectrum |Sr,8(f)| for a Tx-Rx channel before subsampling is shown in the
bottom middle. In the bottom right, the spectrum of the corresponding cognitive signal subsampled at 7.5 MHz is shown as |Sr,8[k]| overlaid on the spectrum
of the non-cognitive signal sampled at the Nyquist rate of 30 MHz.
Fig. 7. Output of the waveform generator for one receive chain. (a) Spectrum over 120 MHz showing echoes from all 8 transmitters. (b) Single transmit
waveform in time-domain. (c) Spectrum of single transmit signal showing that only eight 375 kHz slices out of available 12 MHz bandwidth are transmitted.
B. Waveform Generator
The user selects the prototype mode from the control interface
and passes the control triggers to the waveform generator card. The
waveform generator is off-the-shelf Xilinx VC707 evaluation board
that is custom fit with a 4DSP FMC204 16-bit DAC mezzanine card.
The waveforms are stored as digital I/Q pairs at baseband with a
sample rate of 250 MHz for each channel. The transmit waveform
is downloaded to the waveform generator’s onboard 1 GB DDR3
memory via Ethernet interface either through a server or single-board
computer. The FPGA device then reads out the pre-stored wave-
form from the memory and employs 8 Gbps Serializer/Deserializer
(SerDes) device to transfer it to two separate 16-bit DACs, one each
for I and Q samples. The DACs then interpolate and convert the
stored waveform to an analog baseband signal at a sample rate of
1 Gsps. This process continues until all the I-Q pairs of received
waveforms corresponding to each Tx-Rx channels are fetched from
memory. Each of the I and Q analog signals are then passed on to
their respective analog pre-processor cards. The waveform generator
also produces timing signals such as system clock and triggers to
indicate the beginning of each PRI. The latter is used by the digital
receiver to begin the sampling operation when a new range-time
profile is received.
Figure 7a shows the output of the waveform generator for one
receiver as seen on a spectrum analyzer. The echoes corresponding
to all eight transmitters are present. Together, this signal is spread
over 120 MHz. The time and frequency domain representations of
a signal corresponding to a single Tx-Rx channel are provided in
Figs 7b-c. Since the transmission is cognitive, the signal is restricted
to only Nb = 8 narrow subbands, each of 375 kHz bandwidth. These
cosets are chosen after extensive software simulations such that they
provide low mutual coherence.
C. APPs
A custom-built APP (Fig. 8) splits the 120 MHz baseband analog
signal from the waveform generator into 8 channels. The 9 dB
attenuation due to an 8-channel Wilkinson splitter is compensated
with the use of a 10 dB amplifier for each channel. The signal
corresponding to each transmitter is then filtered using BPFs each
with 12 MHz passband. We use two separate APP cards, for I and
Q channels, mounted on the opposite sides of a single chassis (Fig. 5).
We designed the analog filters for each Tx-Rx channel to obtain
nearly 30 dB stop-band attenuation. As we explain below, our digital
receiver subsamples the analog signal at 7.5 MHz while the Nyquist
rate is 30 MHz. This yields a subsampling factor of q = 4. With these
specifications, the stop-band attenuation of 30 dB (or N0/Nsub =
1000, on linear scale) leads to an SNRloss of only 0.035 dB, hugely
mitigating the effect of out-band noise. All analog filters are elliptic
because, for any given order, the elliptic filter gives a much higher rate
of attenuation in the transition band. In our case, the guard-band being
3 MHz, the filter response must reach stop-band attenuation of 30
9TABLE III. SPECIFICATIONS OF APP FILTERS
Channel Center Frequency Passband Type Order Passband Ripple (dB) Stopband Attenuation Equalizer
1 7 MHz 0-13.4 MHz Low-pass elliptic 7 0.01 30dB@16MHz No
2 22 MHz 16-28 MHz Band-pass elliptic 5 0.4
30 dB @ 16 MHz
30 dB @ 31MHz
Yes
3 37 MHz 31-43 MHz Band-pass elliptic 5 0.4
30 dB @ 28 MHz
30 dB @ 46 MHz
Yes
4 52 MHz 46.5-59.5 MHz Low-pass & high-pass elliptic
9 (low-pass),
9 (high-pass)
0.1
30 dB @ 43 MHz
30 dB @ 61 MHz
No
5 67 MHz 61-73 MHz Low-pass & high-pass elliptic
9 (low-pass),
9 (high-pass)
0.1
30 dB @ 58 MHz
30 dB @ 76 MHz
No
6 82 MHz 76-88 MHz Low-pass & high-pass elliptic
9 (low-pass),
9 (high-pass)
0.1
30 dB @ 73 MHz
30 dB @ 91 MHz
No
7 97 MHz 91-103 MHz Low-pass & high-pass elliptic
9 (low-pass),
9 (high-pass)
0.1
30 dB @ 88 MHz
30 dB @ 106 MHz
No
8 112 MHz 106-118 MHz Low-pass & high-pass elliptic
9 (low-pass),
11 (high-pass)
0.1
30 dB @ 103 MHz
30 dB @ 121 MHz
No
Fig. 8. (a) Block diagram of the APP chain. (b) An APP card showing the
baseband lumped circuit filters.
dB at most 3 MHz away from the passband cut-off frequency. At the
same time, the phase distortion or group delay in elliptic filters is the
worst among standard responses such as Butterworth, Chebyshev, and
Bessel filters [70]. We correct this distortion digitally in the receiver
through extensive calibration of the entire analog chain.
Table III lists the specifications of all analog filters employed in
the CoSUMMeR prototype. Only the first transmit channel uses a
low-pass elliptic filter because it is difficult to practically realize
a bandpass filter with a passband close to zero. The second and
third channel filters are followed by tunable equalizers to correct the
imbalance in gain. All other BPFs are realized by a combination
of low- and high-pass elliptic filters with an overall passband ripple
of 0.1 dB. Figure 9 shows the theoretical magnitude and group
delay response of each filter. Most of the responses achieve 30 dB
attenuation in a transition band less than 3 MHz. Finally, as shown
in Fig. 8a, 2 dB attenuators are placed after each BPF in order to
avoid saturating the digital receiver that follows APPs.
Figure 10 shows the response of all eight filters as sampled by the
digital receiver. The injected signal at the waveform generator was
a standard BITE waveform (with flat spectrum over 120 MHz). We
note that our design of analog filters is quite robust and provides
excellent isolation of adjacent channels.
D. Digital Receivers
The digital receiver consists of a single Xilinx VC707 evaluation
board with two eight-channel 4DSP FMC168 digitizer daughter cards,
one each for I and Q signals. The channelized I/Q analog signals
are then digitized using low-rate 16-bit ADCs in a digital receiver
card. As shown in Fig. 11a, the cognitive radar signal occupies only
certain subbands in a 15 MHz band of a single transmitter. Here, the
sliced transmit signal has eight subbands each of width 375 kHz with
frequency ranges 1.63-2, 2.16-2.53, 3.05-3.42, 3.88-4.25, 5.66-6.03,
6.51-6.88, 8.64-9.01 and 12.32-12.69 MHz before subsampling. The
resulting coherence [17] for this selection of Fourier coefficients is
0.42. The total signal bandwidth is 0.375× 8 = 3 MHz. This signal
is subsampled at 7.5 MHz and, as shown in Fig. 11b, there is no
aliasing between different subbands.
The 4DSP FMC168 employs Texas Instruments ADS42LB69 ADC
that has ENoB = 11.85 and Psat = ±10 dBm. This results in a
dynamic range (in dB) of,
DR = −1.76 + 6.02(11.85) + 10 log10
(
7.5/2
1
)
= 75.32, (16)
with the lower limit of DRlow = −10−75.32 = −85.32 dBm which
is close to the digital noise floor of the receiver. This range is sufficient
for us to experiment with various power levels during the cognitive
mode. By default, we distribute power equally in all the subbands
which are of equal bandwidth, although other considerations such as
presence of interference may also guide power allocation in practice
[43].
The sampled data is transferred to an FPGA using 1.2 Gbps SerDes.
The FPGA then writes the data to a digital first-in-first-out (FIFO)
buffer from where an RJ-45 controller reads and transfers the signals
to a data processor over the Ethernet link.
E. Data Processors and Radar Display
The data processor is a 64-bit Desktop server that receives the
sampled data from the receiver and performs signal reconstruction
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Fig. 9. Magnitude and group delay responses of analog filters. Filters for channels 4-8 are realized separately as low- and high-pass filters in the hardware.
Fig. 10. Two-sided sampled magnitude response of all eight channels when
the input is a BITE signal with an approximately flat spectrum across 120
MHz range.
(a) Before subsampling (b) After subsampling
Fig. 11. The normalized one-sided spectrum of one channel of a given
receiver (a) before and (b) after subsampling with a 7.5 MHz ADC. Each of
the subbands span 375 kHz and is marked with a numeric label. In a non-
cognitive processing, the signal occupies the entire 15 MHz spectrum before
sampling.
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TABLE IV. COSUMMER PROTOTYPE: COMPARISON OF RESOURCE REDUCTION
Resource Nyquist Mode 1 Sub-Nyquist Mode 3 Reduction Nyquist 20×20 array Sub-Nyquist Mode 4 Reduction
Bandwidth per Tx (including guard-bands) 15 MHz 3 MHz 80% 15 MHz 3 MHz 80%
Bandwidth per Tx (excluding guard-bands) 12 MHz 3 MHz 75% 12 MHz 3 MHz 75%
Temporal sampling rate per channel 30 MHz 7.5 MHz 75% 30 MHz 7.5 MHz 75%
Spatial sampling rate 8× 10 4× 5 50% 20× 20 8× 10 55%
Tx/Rx hardware channels 80 20 75% 400 80 80%
Total Tx bandwidth (including guard-bands) 120 MHz 12 MHz 90% 300 MHz 24 MHz 92%
Total Tx bandwidth (excluding guard-bands) 96 MHz 12 MHz 87.5% 240 MHz 24 MHz 90%
by implementing the algorithm in [31] in real-time. The number of
Fourier coefficients corresponding to each transmitter bandwidth of
15 (or 12) MHz is 1500 while that for a single subband of 375
kHz bandwidth is 38. Therefore, the data processor uses a total of
8× 38 = 304 Fourier coefficients during the reconstruction process.
The detection results of sub-Nyquist signal processing are shown
on a radar display (see Fig. 5) in polar range-azimuth and Cartesian
range-angle-Doppler plots. Here, individual channels can also be
examined through their time-domain or A-scope plots. The display
also stores the previous three results to allow comparison with the
current configuration.
F. Resource Reduction
In Fig. 6, we overlay the spectra of Fig. 11 over the full bandwidth
of the non-cognitive signal before subsampling. A non-cognitive
signal occupies the entire 15 MHz spectrum requiring a Nyquist
sampling rate of 30 MHz. On the other hand, our digital receiver
samples at 7.5 MHz. Therefore, use of cognitive transmission enables
temporal sampling reduction by a factor of 4 (= 30 MHz/7.5 MHz)
for each channel. Depending on whether the guard-bands of the non-
cognitive transmission are included in the computation or not, the
effective signal bandwidth for each channel is reduced by a factor of 5
(= 15 MHz/3 MHz) or 4 (= 12 MHz/3 MHz), respectively. The sub-
Nyquist array in Mode 3 employs only half the antenna elements than
the Nyquist array in Mode 1. In other words, the spatial sampling rate
in Mode 3 is reduced by 50% when compared with Mode 1 or 2. If
we account for both spatial and spectral sampling reduction in Mode
3, then we use a total one-eighth of the Nyquist sampling rate and
one-tenth of the Nyquist signal bandwidth (guard-bands included).
The sampling rate reduction is, therefore, seven-eighth or 87.5% in
Mode 3. In terms of the hardware cost, the receiver processes 80 and
20 Tx-Rx channels in 8 × 10 and 4 × 5 arrays, respectively. Thus,
the hardware resources are reduced by 75% in Mode 3.
Similar comparisons of Mode 4 can be made with its Nyquist
equivalent 20 × 20 array. Here, the reduction in temporal sampling
rate and per transmitter bandwidth is the same as before. Since Mode
4 employs a total of 18 antenna elements compared to 40 of the
virtual array, the sampling rate reduction is 55%. The corresponding
savings in hardware due to reduction of Tx-Rx channels from 400 in
the virtual array to 80 in Mode 4 is substantial (80%). The spatial sub-
Nyquist rate reduction leads to a significantly low usage of transmit
bandwidth in Mode 4. Table IV summarizes these comparisons.
In terms of system complexity, our design for 80 Tx-Rx channels
is accomplished using 8 ADCs, 8 BPFs, and 8 analog channels. A
non-cognitive Nyquist design would require 80 units of each of these
components. For a non-cognitive sub-Nyquist design that serializes
all receive data-streams and employs subsampling, 88 BPFs - one for
separating each of the Tx signals and another 8 to separate each of the
subbands in 10 receivers - and 8 ADCs are required. If subsampling
is forfeited, then serialization of receive data in a non-cognitive sub-
Nyquist design would consume 64 ADCs (one for each of the 8
subbands in 8 Tx) and 72 BPFs (64 each of the ADCs and 8 more
to separate each Tx signal).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated the performance of CoSUMMeR through hardware
experiments. The waveform generator produced P = 10 pulses at a
PRI of 100 µs and we compared the signal reconstruction results of
all modes for identical target scenarios. Cognitive transmission was
operated at the near saturation level of the devices. While configuring
the prototype for the non-cognitive modes, we decreased the signal
strength accordingly.
In the following, we present radar display outputs of three exper-
iments. Here, a successful detection (circle with dark boundary and
no fill) occurs when the estimated target is within one range cell,
one azimuth bin and one Doppler bin of the ground truth (circle with
light fill and no boundary); otherwise, the estimated target is labeled
as a false alarm (circle with dark fill). Only for the purposes of clear
illustration, we have magnified the circles; the exact location of the
targets should be taken as the centre of the circles.
Randomly spaced targets: In the first experiment, when the angular
spacing (in terms of the sine of azimuth) between any two targets
was greater than 0.025 and the signal SNR = −8 dB, the recovery
performance of the thinned 4 × 5 array in Mode 3 was not worse
than Modes 1 and 2. For this experiment, Figs. 12 and 13 show the
plan position indicator (PPI) plot and range-azimuth-Doppler maps
of all the modes, respectively. Successful detection in this case was
sensu stricto, i.e. the estimated target was at the exact range-azimuth-
Doppler bin of the ground truth.
Closely spaced targets: We next considered a sparse target scene
with L = 10 targets including two pairs of targets closely spaced
in azimuth, namely, with angular spacing of 0.02. The SNR of the
injected signal was −5 dB. Since the angular resolution of Mode 4
is better than the other three modes, all the targets are successfully
detected in Mode 4. Modes 1 and 3 produced a false alarm or missed
detection as seen in the inset plots of Figs. 14 and 15. Mode 2
also shows successful recovery in the relaxed sense of our detection
criterion. However, relatively better performance of Mode 2 over
Modes 1 and 3 is not entirely fortuitous here. Figure 4 shows that
both Tx and Rx array elements in Mode 2 are distributed such that its
virtual array is wider than Modes 1 and 3. Thus, the effective angular
resolution for Mode 2 is better than 1 and 3, but still worse than 4.
Cognitive mode: We examined a high noise scenario with an injected
signal SNR = −15 dB. We operated only Mode 3 cognitively (i.e.,
with increased subband power) and kept all other modes in non-
cognitive mode. We noticed that the non-cognitive Nyquist 8 × 10
Mode 1 array exhibits false alarms while cognitive sub-Nyquist 4×5
Mode 3 array is still able to detect all the targets (Figs. 16 and 17),
thereby demonstrating robustness to low SNR. As mentioned earlier,
Mode 2 and 4 continue to yield successful detections due to their
wide aperture. However, contrary to Mode 2, the detection in Mode
4 is sensu stricto.
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Fig. 12. Plan Position Indicator (PPI) display of results for Modes 1 through
4. The origin is the location of the radar. The dark dot indicates the north
direction relative to the radar. Positive (negative) distances along the horizontal
axis correspond to the east (west) of the radar. Similarly, positive (negative)
distances along the vertical axis correspond to the north (south) of the radar.
The estimated targets are plotted over the ground truth.
Fig. 13. Range-Azimuth-Doppler map for the target configurations shown
in Fig. 12. The lower axes represent Cartesian coordinates of the polar
representation of the PPI plots from Fig. 12. The vertical axis represents the
Doppler spectrum.
Statistical performance: Finally, we evaluated the performance of
the hardware prototype over 100 different trials each with a distinct
randomly spaced L = 10 targets and P = 10 pulses. We fed the
target echoes to the digital receiver in all four (non-cognitive) modes
as well as the cognitive Mode 3. Figure 18 shows the occurrence (in
percentage) of specific detection results for all five configurations.
We note that, as SNR worsens, the performance of sub-Nyquist,
non-cognitive Mode 3 worsens in comparison with Nyquist Mode 1.
However, when Mode 3 operates cognitively, its probability of correct
detection increases and is actually better than Mode 1.
VI. SUMMARY
We presented a hardware prototype of a cognitive, sub-Nyquist
MIMO radar that demonstrates real-time operation of both spatial
and temporal reduction in sampling leading to reduction in antenna
Fig. 14. PPI plots as in Fig. 12, but for a closely-spaced target scenario. The
inset plots show the selected region in each PPI display on a magnified scale.
Fig. 15. Range-Azimuth-Doppler maps as in Fig. 13, but for a closely-
spaced target scenario. The inset plots show the selected region in each map
on a magnified scale.
elements and savings in signal bandwidth. The proposed thinned 4x5
array achieves the resolution and detection performance of its filled
array counterpart even though the overall reduction in bandwidth is
87.5%. The hardware prototype is in-house and custom-made using
many off-the-shelf components. The system operates in real-time and
its performance is robust to high noise.
We demonstrated that our sub-Nyquist MIMO receiver leads to the
feasibility of cognitive MIMO radar (CoSUMMeR) which transmits
thinned spectrum signals. This development is significant in enabling
the spectral coexistence of MIMO radar with MIMO communica-
tions. Furthermore, CoSUMMeR improves sub-Nyquist processing
performance in low SNR situations by transmitting additional in-band
power. We believe that such hardware implementations pave the way
to identify further practical challenges in future deployment of sub-
Nyquist radars.
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Fig. 16. PPI plots as in Fig. 12, but only Mode 3 is operating cognitively. All
modes have the same overall transmit power per transmitter. The inset plots
show the selected region in each PPI display on a magnified scale.
Fig. 17. Range-Azimuth-Doppler maps as in Fig. 13, but only Mode 3
is operating cognitively. All modes have the same overall transmit power
per transmitter. The inset plots show the selected region in each map on a
magnified scale.
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